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About This Content

Grab your friends and set off for adventure in Trove, the ultimate action MMO!

Revel in the wonders of the Sun, Moon, and Shadow all at once with this brand new pack. Brimming with new content, this pack
features a whole mountain of mounts (including a pair of lethal skysharks), an alliance of allies, and a whole heap of super

styles.

Includes:

6 Mounts

Radiant Skyshark

Seat of the Sun

Serene Skyshark

D’awtter of the Moon

Shadowy Carpet
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Marauding Mormolok

3 Allies

Lunar Rabbit

Solar Ribbit

Shifty Shadowbat

18 Styles

3 Helmet Styles

3 Melee Styles

3 Pistol Styles

3 Bow Styles

3 Staff Styles

3 Spear Styles
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Title: Trove - Eclipse Pack
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Free to Play, Massively Multiplayer, RPG
Developer:
Trion Worlds
Release Date: 22 Aug, 2017
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English,French,German
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Enjoyed the experience of Red. Played on PC and found the game to be an new and fresh take on the horror genre.. Fun fast
paste platformer game where you have 10 seconds on each stage to finish them. There are 40 stages that can be quite challaging
at times. I recommend this game if you have some minutes to kill.

Pros and cons

Pros:
-Challaging
-Free
-Ingame achivments

Cons:
-Short. English review below the French one.

Le jeu en lui-m\u00eame est bien, on d\u00e9couvre une histoire sympa, les graphismes sont moyens, le gameplay est sympa,
on voit bien que \u00e7a vient d'un autre support mais peu importe. Le souci c'est que c'\u00e9tait un jeu pr\u00e9vu pour les
microtransactions et qu'ils l'ont laiss\u00e9 tel quel en enlevant les microtransactions. Donc obtenir de l'or dans ce jeu pour
acheter les gros objets du magasin est quasiment impossible et \u00e7a ruine le jeu lorsqu'on devient haut niveau. Les
d\u00e9veloppeurs ne s'occupent h\u00e9las pas du tout de ce jeu, la seule mise \u00e0 jour qu'il y a eu n'a rien corrig\u00e9
mais a par contre supprim\u00e9 nos sauvegardes (j'\u00e9tais niveau max). Disons que c'est un jeu tr\u00e8s moyen parce
qu'abandonn\u00e9 par ses d\u00e9veloppeurs et comportant des bugs sur des fonctions cruciales.

Liste des bugs - Bugs report.

The game itself is good, with a story not too bad, medium graphics and cool gameplay. We really feel the port from another
device but it's not important. The big issue is that this game was done for microtransactions and it has been released on PC as it
was but deleting the microtransaction system. So to earn gold in game to buy big items from the store is nearly impossible and it
makes the game awful at a high level. Developpers have absolutely forgotten this game, the only update which has been released
hasn't fixed anything but has deleted our saves (I was at the maximum level). This isn't even an average game because its
developpers have abandonned it and because it has bugs on crucial functions.. Pros:
- the only good Ghostbusters game (given that 2009 masterpiece has been removed from steam)
- easy to grasp concept
- fun in small doses (i recommend 1 hous daily tops)
- not overly challenging (once you get to know the game)

Cons:
- unintuitive interface
- uneven graphics of ghosts\/monsters
- repetitive (did i mention not to play more than 1 hour per session?)
- lack of real challenge except for the very first hour of campaign (depending on difficulty)

Overall, this title compares to 2009 Ghostbusters game like the movie Ghostbusters II compares to the original movie.. Game
crashes every time I try to start it.. It's well worth the price if you're a fan of tactical battles. As others have noted, it's not a great
story -- the focus is heavily on combat and customizing your party. I appreciate not being locked into a fixed party and being
able to swap out other classes as needed and it's a significant step up from the developer's prior releases.
. it looked liked u spent less than a year making this it had good potenial but a rip off of super meat boy. Don't buy it the Africa
part of the game is so dull and boring, maybe it is meant to express the futility of trying to get ahead in life with no money or
education, but is a grind with no other purpose you earn money get reputation which is fine but you are constantly sick or getting
robbed so has taken 1\/2 an hr of sitting and clicking work only to watch every time you make money it disappearing.... while
this might reflect real life it is in no way enjoyable in a game. There is no access to banks or any sort of 'life' experience all you
do is work and get robbed & sick then repeat.. OMG, this is an amazing game. Flashback from my college days when me and
my friends spent HOURS playing this. NOW IT IS BETTER. Plays at 144HZ super smooth. Controls are spot on. I mean the
graphics are dated but you will not notice it to much. Super fun to play. Very easy to play but a challenge to master this puppy. I
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played with a controller, originally; BUT with the mouse and keyboard this game really shines! Posses a definite challenge.

If you played this back in the 90's, you will LOVE this remastered edition. Super amazing experience before, so much better
now. The memories i was flooded with were worth the money alone. Thank you for making this experience better and allowing
me to relive some of my childhood!! KUDOS

Nostalgic lvl 1000
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Princess Loot Pixel Again is a very simple game - but that doesn't mean it isn't fun.

At it's core, it's a simple action/platformer game where the dungeon changes and your character resets every time you die, which
is often enough. Still, you lose so little, and the game is so short (maybe 20 minutes from start to a successful end), it doesn't
feel like you lose much.

One problem I have is that it feels like any playthrough is determined directly by the special items I find in the first few levels.
Sure, there's still skill involved and you could beat the game with none - but when your game starts with four special powers the
play is so much visibly easier than otherwise that it's almost not worth continuing if your first few levels don't have anything.

All in all, I liked it. I'm working on beating it with the last few characters, and it was totally worth the price.. The game is in
many ways extremely flawed. The GUI is a complete pain, especially in portions where Sherlock needs to be moved around with
precision, as he requires several second to just turn around, even when trying to avoid guards, and the game world is filled with
invisible walls. The fixed third-person perspective also often turns the game into pixel hunt. Besides that, the game also
pointlessly makes the player manually select dialogue options, even though all need to be cycled through, and all are recording in
the journal, so there's no need to ever revisit them.

Meanwhile, the story does make for an entertaining enough whodunnit, which isn't dampened even by the dismal voice-acting.
At the end of each chapter the game makes the player pick the right clues to yield the correct deduction, which is a neat feature,
as it prompts the player to pay attention and use their noggin, instead of just clicking on everything and letting Sherlock do the
reasoning. For most part, the deductions are sensible, too, though all the contrived puzzles people use to lock their saves and
whathaveyou certainly push the limits of believability.. Projectiles from off-camera behind you make this game quite
frustrating, no matter how good your reflexes, if you can't see the bullet, you can't dodge it.

The game is not bad, but always having one eye on the radar and off the action to avoid surprise instant damage seems out of
place for a fast paced bullet-hell shooter. Maybe some sort of warrning system that lets you know when an enemy behind you
starts shooting, anything other than having to constantly look at the radar litterally every second.. Great time killer. Fun and
simple. Very well-polished but also minimalistic.. Compared to the first game it really isn't that interesting. The jump scares are
sub-par to what they were in the original, and the story line is all over the place. The graphics are amazing, but the lack of true
horror makes it a real bummer when wanting that horror feeling. All-in-all this is definitely more of a puzzle game now than it is
a horror game. Wouldn't say the game is terrible, but just would not recommend to those of you wanting a similar horror
experience as the first game was.. Picked up a turtle and returned it safley to water
8/10 would rescue animals again. I really like a lot of ideas in this software, and the painting is really smooth and marvelous.
The creative spirit of the author is present. I think this one is one to watch for the future, but right now it\u2019s just missing
too many features to be useful enough at this price.

The painting is great, the revolve tool is amazing. Painting is smooth and fluid. But it has no smoothing tool for sculpting, which
means you can't put primitives (or other shapes) together and smooth them with each other. It's really difficult to get the same
kinds of sculpt quality with only sculpt and carve, even though they do have different smoothness "settings".

The "avatar" feature is weird and out of place. Quirky, but I feel it doesn't really add as much as the other "quirky" tools do.

On top of this, I saved a model successfully but it won't show up in the program, and it's really easy to accidentally delete your
creation, since there's no confirmation dialog for deleting, and it's really easy to hit "delete" while trying to export the model. I
couldn't relax and really enjoy sculpting knowing that I could lose everything I was working on so easily.

As it is, it\u2019s a really fun toy, but the price is too high for that IMO. Scultrvr is less expensive, does most of what this does
(minus the revolve \/ lathe tool, which is really cool), and has enough \u201cbasic\u201d sculpting tools to make it useful for
\u201chigh poly\u201d modeling, which can be retopo\u2019d after. Unbound also lacks scaling and moving objects, there isn't
much control over level of detail, so if that's important to you, I'd try another tool.

I would buy Unbound on sale, or when it has more sculpting features and is more mature interface-wise. I think in the future this
will be the one to get, but right now Sculptrvr just makes more sense for me.. [Please note: This review was made before the
DLC was changed to Add-on Pack. as such, the review was made during the time the Add-on Pack DLC was called the Season
Pass.]
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What is a Season Pass? What does it cover? I've seen a lot of Season Passes at my time playing games, and this one disappoints
me.

Unlike other Season Passes, which I've had my share of by seeing my brother buy a Season Pass for a couple of games on both
the PS3 and PS4, A Season Pass is supposed to cover DLC pertaining to the Season Pass. This one kind of does, but doesn't at
the same time. Out of the four packs, only ONE is truely covered by the Season Pass, yet the DLC pack that's also in the store
for a price isn't listed as purchased, meaning I can literally buy the covered DLC twice if I'm not too careful. The other three
DLC packs aren't even in the store separately and buying the Season Pass is the only way to getting them. And it's the only way
to have Kid Generator Parts as well.

I'm not too disappointed in this pass, but I am mostly disappointed by it. It doesn't actually cover a lot of DLC Packs in the
store, but one (and it's not listed as purchased), and it has three packs that aren't even for sale separately. Kadokawa may need to
take notes with Bandai Namco Games, or other Season Pass sellers to see how a Season Pass should work.
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